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Tencent CVM standard SR1 is the first new generation of CVM standard computing instance specifications launched by Tencent Cloud 
equipped with ARM architecture processors. SR1 is based on the Ampere® Altra® processor with an all-core consistent operating frequency 
of 3.0 GHz. The number of instance cores ranges from 1 core to 64 cores and supports 1:2, 1:4, and other processors/memory ratios. 

Compared with the x86 architecture instance, the users get excellent value for money. Ampere provides an optimized AI framework 
(Ampere AI) for the SR1 instance based on the Ampere Altra processor and provides free images for customers to use through the Tencent 
Image Marketplace. 

This article will introduce how to create an SR1 instance on Tencent Cloud and evaluate the performance of computer vision classification 
based on TensorFlow.

AI Inference with CPU

Presently, there are three main sources of computing power for AI reasoning applications, namely CPU+AI dedicated chips, CPU+GPU, and 
pure CPU. According to the AI hardware insights report previously released by Statista and McKinsey, CPU-based inference currently 
accounts for more than 50%. Compared to the other two modes, there are several main reasons for using CPU for AI inference:

• More portable and no vendor lock
• Fewer complexities involving operating systems, drivers, runtime libraries, and more
• Continuous innovations in AI model algorithms (e.g., sparsity, quantization, etc.) on the CPU can provide high throughput close to the 

GPU.
• Easier to scale out and integrate with other software stacks.

More importantly, building inference applications on the CPU can easily integrate AI into business logic modules and integrate into the 
Cloud Native system of microservices.

Deploying AIO on Tencent 
Cloud for AI Inference Usages
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Create SR1 Instance

Create a 16vCPU SR1 instance SR1.4XLARGE32 for evaluation, which is configured with 16 Ampere Altra physical cores and 32GB of 
memory.

1. Log into Tencent Cloud's console.
2. Select New under the Instance category, and you will enter the instance creation page. 
3. Since SR1 is currently only available in Guangzhou Sixth District, select Guangzhou > Guangzhou Sixth District > Standard SR1.

4. Then you will see SR1 instances of different specifications, choose the instance of SR1.4XLARGE32 specification.
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5. For an OS image, select Image Marketplace > Select from Marketplace, then search for Ampere, and select TF - Ampere® AI Optimizer 
- Ubuntu 20.04 image to use Ampere's SR1-optimized TensorFlow 2.7 and free examples.

6. After setting other instance configurations, you can confirm the configuration and activate the instance.

Start and Connect to the Instance

After creating the instance, you can start and log in. You can obtain the IP address of the instance from the console. Depending on the login 
method set during creation, you can log in to the instance either using a password or a key.

After logging in, a welcome screen of Ampere AI is displayed. 

This image not only integrates Ampere-optimized TensorFlow, but it also contains lots of example code, which can also be obtained from 
Github.

https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/aio-examples
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Running the TensorFlow AIO Example

TensorFlow is an end-to-end open-source machine learning platform. It has a comprehensive and flexible ecosystem of tools, libraries, and 
community resources that enable researchers to improve machine learning techniques and developers to easily build and deploy machine 
learning powered applications.

The OS image chosen from the image marketplace already includes TensorFlow 2.7 optimized for the Ampere Altra CPU. To run the sample 
program provided by aio-example, you need to download the model first. aio-examples provide different models, including image 
classification and object detection with 32-bit, 16-bit, and 8-bit models.

Depending on the network conditions, downloading all models will take a few minutes. Use the TensorFlow ResNet_50_v15 classification 
model for testing and evaluation. ResNet-50 is one of the most used classification models for images. 

Since the Ampere Altra CPU is single-core and single-threaded, each vCPU in SR1 corresponds to an Altra physical core, so when testing 
with SR1.4XLARGE32, we specify AIO_NUM_THREADS as 16. We first test the double-precision model for FP32.

With 16 cores, ResNet_50_v15 can process 65.36 images per second (65.36 ips) with a latency of 15 ms.

https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/aio-examples
https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/aio-examples
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Next, we test the FP16-based model.

Models with FP16 offer up to 115.59 ips of throughput, and that is because the Ampere Altra processors have native support for FP16. 
Compared to the FP32 model, the FP16 model can provide nearly 2x image processing capacity without accuracy loss.

Performance Comparison with Other Instances

The aio-example here can also run on Tencent CVM instances based on Intel CPUs and AMD CPUs. We created 16vCPU instances - 
S6.4XLARGE32 and SA3.4XLARGE32. The S6.4XLARGE32 is a 16vCPU instance based on Intel® Xeon® Ice Lake processors, and 
SA3.4XLARGE32 is a 16vCPU instance based on AMD EPYC™ Milan processors. Unlike SR1.4XLARGE32, the 16vCPU on x86 is 16 threads, not 
physical cores, and the actual physical core is 8.

We run Intel-TensorFlow on S6.4XLARGE32. Intel-TensorFlow is Intel-optimized TensorFlow to take full advantage of the AVX-512 instruction 
set.

AMD also provides ZenDNN optimized for AMD CPU, but the test results with ZenDNN in Tencent CVM are not better than native 
TensorFlow, so the following SA3.4XLARGE32 data uses native TensorFlow.

The performance of the "ResNet_50_v15" model on the three CVM instances is as below.

We can see that the number of images processed per second (ips), SR1.4xLARGE32 is 40% and 50% higher than that of S6 and SA3 
instances of the same shape; if we consider the price difference of a single instance, at the same price, SR1 .4xLARGE32 can achieve 70% 
and 40% higher performance than the S6 and SA3 of the same shape.

At the same time, the SR1 instance provides support for FP16, which can achieve higher throughput and lower latency.

Table 1: Performance of ResNet_50_v15 Model on the CVM Instances

INSTANCE TYPE VCPU NUMBER PRICE(CNY/
HOUR) MODEL IPS IPS/PRICE LATENCY(MS)

S6.4xLARGE32 16 2.51 fp32 47 18.73 21

SA3.4xLARGE32 16 1.88 fp32 44 23.29 23

SR1.4xLARGE32 16 2.04 fp32 65 32.04 15

SR1.4xLARGE32 16 2.04 fp16 116 56.66 9

https://developer.amd.com/zendnn/
https://cloud.tencent.com/document/product/213/55669
https://developer.amd.com/zendnn/
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Visual Example for Jupyter Notebook

aio-example also provides Jupyter Notebook scripts for editing, debugging, and visualizing.
We will walk through the object detection model SSD Inception v2 example:
 1. Start Jupyter Notebook in CVM.

2. On another machine with a browser, execute the following command. 

3. Enter the password of the instance and open the ssh tunnel.

4. Enter the following address in a browser to see AIO's Jupyter Notebook:
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5. Select object_detection > examples.ipynb, to view the Object Detection Examples page.

6. Click Cell > Run All to run the code. 
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7. Check the result.
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Similarly, you can also run other examples in aio-examples.

Summary

The Tencent SR1 instance is powered by Ampere Altra Cloud Native processor, featuring scalable performance, consistent operating 
frequencies, and single-threaded cores. Combining with Ampere optimized frameworks, SR1 can achieve a price-performance advantage of 
1.7x over x86-based instances in AI inference. 

In addition to the free images on the Tencent Cloud Marketplace, users can also obtain ready-to-use docker images, including code and 
documentation, from the Ampere Solutions website, which can be downloaded after accepting the End User License Agreement. The 
docker image contains a standard ML framework (TensorFlow, PyTorch, ONNX, etc.) pre-installed with optimized software to run inference 
scripts on Tencent CVM SR1 without changes. Example models for image classification and object detection are also provided in the image. 

Furthermore, Ampere offers Ampere Model Library (AML). It contains a number of ready-to-use Computer Vision, Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), and Recommender models. AML can be accessed on GitHub: https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/
ampere_model_library.

The Ampere Computing Trial Access Program is open for SR1 instances application. Developers who are interested can try SR1 instances for 
free through this program.

https://solutions.amperecomputing.com/solutions/ampere-ai
https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/ampere_model_library
https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/ampere_model_library
https://solutions.amperecomputing.com/where-to-try
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Resource Links

•  https://solutions.amperecomputing.com/solutions/ampere-ai
•  https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/aio-examples
•  https://cloud.tencent.com/document/product/213/55669
•  https://developer.amd.com/zendnn/

https://solutions.amperecomputing.com/solutions/ampere-ai
https://developer.amd.com/zendnn/
https://cloud.tencent.com/document/product/213/55669
https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/aio-examples
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